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Abstract
To guarantee the well-functioning of modern societies, it is essential to ensure that
citizens are aware of their environment as well as the government's actions and
performance. Therefor citizens need to have access to data collected by public
bodies from the activities within their society. However, these data may not easily
and instantly  be perceivable by people.  To release the potential  of  these data,
which lead to improving the lives of citizen, the data need to analyzed, enhanced
and eventually visualized, so the outcome would be usable to all regardless their
age and education. In this project, we propose, design, implement, and evaluate an
interactive analytical visualization framework for open-data. To achieve our pur-
pose, the recent open data-sets from Sundsvall Municipality has been used as both
our case-study and demonstration sample. The solution has been design and built
based on a set of requirements and principles we suggested for an ideal solution.
The offered solution in this project enables users to analyze data by interacting
with the visualization graphics. The solution let the user extract information and
facts from large data-sets, and correlate different property of data by applying fil-
ters and categorizing data, and see the result instantly. Standard web technologies
were  used  to  implement  the  solution,  namely  HTML5,  JavaScript,  and  SVG
graphics, which made the system to be cross-platform and high-performing. To
handle the big-data, we enhance the data-set before-hand by performing aggregate
operations using Map-Reduce and parallel computing algorithms (i.e. Java-8 paral-
lel streams), and the further computation is implemented in JavaScript, and pro-
cessed at the client-side.

Keywords: Open-Data,  Data  Visualization,  Vector  Graphics,  Java,  JavaScript,
HTML5, GeoJSON, Usability.
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1 Introduction
Data Visualization is an active and progressive field of study both in application
and research. Using graphics to display statistical data can be very effective at
representing comprehensible information. However, this is not always the case.
Using graphics without thoughts could not be very effective. Despite the fact that
there may be a perception that producing good visualization is just matter of com-
mon sense, data visualization is an advance topic, and it has theoretical and scien-
tific aspects. 

This thesis project will study open data and data visualization subject areas to pro-
pose a generic framework for creating comprehensible and intelligible analytical
and interactive Open Data visualizations.    

1.1 Background and problem motivation
We are living in the Information Age, experiencing a shift from industrial revolu-
tion, to an economy based on information and computation. However, the ques-
tion is; as our access to information increase exponentially by advancement of net-
works, computational power, and measuring devices, how much of this informa-
tion is exploited to enhance our life?

Graphical representation of data gives an outstanding approach for analyzing data
and they are necessary and crucial for presenting result. 

Visualization helps to form a mental vision and enhance human potential to per-
ceive information and data. It is the process of transforming data into a visual
form, to enable users to observe information and perceive features that may have
been hidden in the data. [1]

To guarantee the well functioning of modern societies, it is essential to assure that
citizens are aware of their environment as well as the government's actions and
performance. Therefor citizens need to have access to data collected by public
bodies from the activities within their society. However, these data may not easily
perceivable by people. To release the potential of these data, which lead to im-
proving the lives of citizen, the data need to analyzed, enhanced and eventually vi-
sualized, so the outcome would be usable to the widest possible range of users. 
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To  fulfill  the  necessity  of  publishing  public  data,  Sundsvall  Municipality  has
started to release data-sets on a dedicated section in their website1. As of time of
writing, the municipality have published the following data-sets:

1. Statistics on the amount of waste thrown in Sundsvall municipality per
waste container. Data includes waste-container's collection date, type of
waste, type of housing, and region.

2. Geographical information for statistical areas, which is called “Nyckelkod-
sområde” (NYKO)[2]. The statistical areas are used to divide the munici-
pality into regions. These statistical areas are national standards, however
each municipality specify how the regions are devided.

To release the potential of the current and future open data-sets that the munici-
pality publishes, there is a need for data enhancement and visulization, so it will
perceivable for people.

To fulfill this demand, Dohi Innovation Agency2 at Sundsvall proposed to create a
visualization solution for the municipality public data, and therefor support this
thesis.

1.2 Overall aim
The overall aim of this thesis is to perform empirical research on data enhance-
ment and visualization strategies to propose a generic framework for public data
interactive visualization.

The main goal of the proposed framework is to provide designers with design dis-
ciplines and concepts to create interactive visualizations in a way that is highly
perceivable and intelligible to a broad spectrum of audience with no statistical ed-
ucation background.

The thesis also studies current approaches toward public data visualization, and
compare them with the proposed framework. 

After proposing a generic framework for public data visualization, the thesis make
efforts to design and implement a data-visualization solution for open-data pub-
lished by Sundsvall municipality using the proposed framework with regards to
the municipality's requirements and specifications. 

1 http://sundsvall.se/psidata
2 http://dohi.se/
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The solution will be designed in a manner to be an extension to Sundsvall munici-
pality Mitt-Sundsvall3 (formerly known as eKorren4) project, which is Sundsvall
municipality's current approach toward presenting public data to the population.

Eventually, we will perform a comprehensive functional and usability testing for
the solution, and measure its performance, stability, usability, and improve the so-
lution based on the result.

1.3 Scope
Data visualization can be designed for print or web, also in static or interactive
form. There is also various flavors of visualization based on the audience and na-
tures of the data, as well as technologies and platforms, which is used for imple-
mentation. Therefore, we define our scope based on our purpose and the require-
ments.

The primary focus of this thesis is on interactive visualization of public data using
open web standard specifically Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG). 

The targeted consumer of the data visualization assumed in this project is average
citizens seeking key information about their society and their living environment. 

1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals
The main objective of this thesis project is to propose a framework consist of
principle and guidelines used in interactive visualization of public data. Further-
more, the eventual goal is to used the proposed principles to design and imple-
ment an interactive visualization solution for Open Data published by Sundsvall
municipality. Accordingly, the verifiable goals of the thesis is to find solution for
the following questions.

1. How to visualize Open Data, which gathered from the people and pub-
lished by the governmental organizations, in a way that it would be per-
ceivable by the citizens?

2. What are the current approaches is employed to visualize public data to
people, specificity by Sundsvall municipality?

3. What is gamification and how the game mechanics can be applied to data-
visualization context to engage users?

3 http://mitt.sundsvall.se
4 http://ekorren.sundsvall.se
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4. How the interactivity should be add to the data visualization in a meaning-
ful and appropriate pattern?

5. How we can measure the usability and user experience should in data vi-
sualization solutions?

6. How to verify quality of the designed solution in terms of performance
and stability? 

7. Is it feasible to use JavaScript and Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) in mo-
bile applications? How the technology performs in recent mobile devices?

8. How to enhance and extract data from large data-sets, so it can be usable
in visualization solutions?

1.5 Ethical and social aspects
Since in this project, we are providing an analytical solution using public data, it is
important to consider ethical and social issues, and how the project can benefit so-
ciety. 

One of the issue regarding the ethics is to ensure that the provided solution, or the
data-sets we use, does not invade privacy of the people. The nature of the data we
use in this project – public data – is completely anonymized before published to
enure that it will not endanger people's privacy. 

However, doing analytic on the data, applying filters and data aggregation, can ex-
pose some hidden feature of data-sets that may lead to disclose individual’s infor-
mation, therefor we make sure the mentioned problem will never occur. 

Beside the data-sets, we also checked the final solution for privacy issue. In the fi-
nal solution, there is no problem regarding privacy, since we do not collect any
user data, or set information on the users' browser such as cookies, and   it won't
be possible to track users.

We also consider how it can be design in a way so it will be easy to use for all
range of people including elderly, and people with disabilities.

1.5.1 Benefits

Eventually, we also consider how we can design the solution to bring real benefits
to its audience whom are people that have their information collected and pub-
lished in the data-sets. 

4
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By providing a data-visualization solution for the governmental-data to the citizen,
we can bring awareness to the public, engage citizens in the society, and increase
the spirit of responsibility to the people. Therefore, it can help the society either to
change their collective habits, or ask question from the authorities.

1.6 Outline
Chapter one is the introductory chapter, which discuss the background, overall
aim, scope of the project, and concrete goals of the project.

Chapter two reviews theoretical studies in the project.

Chapter three covers methodologies used during the studies and development to
achieve goals of the project. It is mainly consists of tooling, the employed agile
process, quality control verification, and usability testing procedure and criteria.

Chapter four presents a high-level overview on the design and implementation of
the solution implemented during the thesis. It will propose a generic framework
for public data visualization. The chapter will present overall design architecture
of the solution, and implementation details of the project. 

Chapter five will present the result of the implementation. It will give an overview
of the solution functionality. Moreover, it will present the result of performance
measurements and usability tests.

Chapter six will provide the final conclusion of the thesis project based on the
analysis done in result chapter. Also, it will verify the achievement of the thesis
concrete goals, which is defined in introduction chapter. Eventually, it will suggest
the future works that can be done to extend the project. 

1.7 Contributions
The theoretical research,  and the final solution's  design and development have
been carried out individually by the author. The only dependency of the final so-
lution is D3.js (Data-Driven Documents) open source library, which is release un-
der BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution) open source license. 

5
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2 Theory
2.1 Gamification

Succinctly, Gamification is the adoption of game play elements and mechanics for
non-game applications, specially user-oriented web and mobile applications. Gam-
ification’s main purpose is to engage users and encourage people to use those ap-
plications more often [3].

The term Gamification was first coined by Carnegie Mellon professor Jesse Shell
in his presentation “future of games” at DICE 2010 conference, in which he stated
that game elements will prevail over all aspects of our daily lives[4].

Gamification advocates believe that it will change us for good, change the way we
work and businesses operate. Having game as the new layer of interaction will
“change the world” just as the social layer have done before [5][6].

Based on the latest release of Gartner Hype Cycle report, gamification have passed
the “peak of inflated expectation”, and currently is in the stage of “through of dis-
illusionment”. In the current stage, the mainstream has realized that gamification
should be defined further, rather than just to be used as a buzzword. However, the
question is, will gamification be able to climb out of the “trough of disillusion-
ment”, and reach the “plateau of productivity” phase?

6
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Also, there is a lot of criticism regarding the gamification concept.  Critiques be-
lieve that the gamification is not merely superfluous form of mileage loyalty pro-
gram, or a senseless pontification, which misses the main criteria of games effec-
tiveness such as experiences and storytelling. Researchers and game designers are
investigating on more sensible practices of gamification. Among these researchers,
Amy Jo Kim, who is an expert in gamification and online communities, presents
Smart Gamification.  Kim emphasizes that intrinsic rewards such as feelings of
mastery, satisfaction, belonging, and meaning has much greater value than extrin-
sic values such as badges, levels, and points. Kim also states that Player Journey,
in which the player progress from novice to master, has an important role in a
smart gamification design [7].    

2.1.1 Defining Gamification

Considering that gamification is a buzzword today, there are several definitions
coming from different fields (e.g. marketing industry and common knowledge). In
marketing, gamification refers to integrating game dynamic into a service, site,
content, campaign, or community with the purpose of increasing participation [8].
Zichermann defines gamification as using game play mechanics and thinking to
engage audiences and solve problems [1].

It appears that most definitions expand gamification concept by having engage-
ment as their primary goal. Others consider gamification encompasses all game
related applications, including game based technologies, playful interactions, and
serious games.

In scientific community, the term has been defined with more details and struc-
ture. Researcher S. Deterding offers an academic definition [9], considering it as
application of  game design elements in  non-gaming contexts, which consists of 4
components:

1. Game: Gamification is related to games, which is different from play (or
playfulness).  Gaming in contrast to playing refers to a structured playing
based on explicit rules and competition of actors toward achieving discreet
goals. This distinction between games and play is well illustrated by Cail-
lois in his influential book “Man, play, and games”  [11]. Caillois intro-
duced the concept of ludus and paidia as the two poles along the contin-
uum of play activities. Whereas  ludus refers to a regulated form of play
with explicit  rules and  paidia refers to unorganized and impulsive play
(playfulness). In this definition paidia (or playing) stands for a more spon-
taneous and expressive set of behaviors where   ludus (or gaming) denotes
to a structured play, which involves competing toward a goal. This classic
definition clearly divide games and gaming from playing and toys. Hence,

7
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as the goal in Gamification is to induce gameful experience, the design
strategy is to use game design elements.

2. Element: Generally, the basic principle of designing a gamified applica-
tion is simply to employ elements of games. To define these elements fur-
ther, it has been suggested that the elements should be clearly associated
with games, they should play substantial role in game-play.

3. Design: Based on the literature review on Gamification done by S. Deter-
ring in his paper[9], game designe elements can be identified on five level
of abstraction, these levels (ordered from concrete to abstract) includes:

1. Interface design pattern (e.g., levels, leader board, badges).

2. Design pattern and mechanics (e.g., limited resource, turns, time
constraints).

3. Design principles and heuristics (e.g., game styles, goals, enduring
play).

4. Conceptual Models (e.g., curiosity, fantasy, challenge).

5. Design methods practices and processes (e.g., play-centric design,
play-testing).

4. Non-Game Context: In full-fledged games, the primary expected use is
entertainment, however prevailing use cases of gamification constitutes in-
creasing engagement, joy of use, and improving user experience in a sys-
tem. Furthermore, gamified applications brings the user various forms of
experience and engagement between gameful and playful modes. In a nut-
shell, we can conclude that gamified systems offers the user more than the
normal expected use (entertainment).

8
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2.1.2 Gamification Frameworks

In the literature on gamification, almost all works are around three primary top-
ics; Identification of gaming elements and motivations, implementation methods
in specific context, proposal of theoretical and design framework for both practice
and research.

Among the gamification frameworks, we find “The six Ds” by professor Werbach
[12], and “Octalysis” by Yu-kai Chou [13] most popular and noteworthy. 

2.1.3 Gamification Case Studies

Most may assume gamification is an overused buzzword mostly is consumed by
marketing people. However, the reality is that gamification is being studied in aca-
demic context and some well recognized universities are offering courses on gam-
ification.  Furthermore,  huge industries and enterprises such as Samsung, Nike,

9

Figure 2: Defining Gamification [9]
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SAP, etc. are using gamification techniques and principles to improve their prod-
ucts and increase user engagement.

In this section, our aim is to present some of the successful employment of gami-
fication techniques in recognized companies and enterprises. Adaptation of gami-
fication techniques and game elements differs vastly in their extent and degree
from case to case.

Figure 3 displays the SAP Community Network (SCN) utilizing gamification ele-
ments. The SCN is the official user community portal for SAP products, it was 
created in 2003 with the aim of providing SAP partners, developers, and users to 
exchange the best practices and assistance. The SCN platform has over 2.5 million
users, and is mainly considered as one the best social community in the enterprise
software industries. In recent years, SAP has successfully gamified its portal, to 
encourage more participation. The game elements they used to achieve their pur-
pose is mostly consists of: levels, badges, and various form of rewards for user 
activity. Based on the SCN's Wikipedia page, user participation had increased by 
1034% in the first week after introducing gamification to the portal.

10

Figure 3: SAP Community Network (SCN)
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Figure 4 is a screen-shot from Samsung Nation application. Samsung has applied
gamification to their social loyalty program, in which users can collect badges,
earn points, and level up while exploring Samsung offers and products. Users get
awarded based on their  interactions, which includes commenting on an article,
viewing videos, and participating in “Question and Answer” session. The com-
pany awards the active members in the leader board by giving them its products
such as mobile phone and digital cameras. By employing this strategy, the com-
pany has eliminated consumers resistance against product commercials, and even
by using gamification, consumers voluntary go through the commercials.

Nike+5 (5) integrates gamification with sports in a social setting.  The application
solves the basic issue with all fitness programs and plans – motivation.  Nike+ is a
social networks for runners, that utilizes game mechanics to encourage both de-
voted and occasional runners to compete and achieve goals and consequently im-
proving their fitness. User can collect their fitness activity by attaching a sensor to
their shoes, the sensor automatically transfer the activity statistics including the
time, duration, and distance of the user running, along with the amount of calories
burnt. Eventually, the user can upload these data Nike+, and share her statistics
with friends, and feel the joy of competition, and support.

5  https://nikeplus.nike.com/

11
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Alongside the full fledged utilization of gamification in various fields and applica-
tions, some online businesses such as Quora6, LinkedIn7, and Foursquare8 (Figure
6) has partially used game elements and mechanics to improve their users' experi-
ence.

6  https://www.quora.com/
7  https://www.linkedin.com/
8  https://foursquare.com/

12

Figure 5: Nike+ gamified fitness

Figure 6: Partial utilization of gamification

Illustration  b Foursquare  uses
badges as reward system.

Illustration  a LinkedIn uses progress  bar for profile
completion.
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3 Methodology
To fulfill concrete goals of the project that stated earlier in Introduction chapter,
we utilized a set of applicable methods during the research and development. In
this  chapter  we  discuss  the  methods  employed  throughout  the  project.  The
methodology includes research strategies, development practices, design process,
implementation procedure, and evaluation criteria.

3.1 Requirement Analysis
Since requirement analysis  plays  a  fundamental  and a critical  role  in  software
project success, the preliminary step in this project was to outline and analyze the
requirements. To achieve this object, we have met developers and managers who
have been involved in, or have information on Sundsvall municipality projects re-
lating to Open Data and Visualization.

Subsequently, the information gathered during meeting analyzed to check whether
they  are  clear  and  consistent.  After  analyzing  the  requirements,  they  were
recorded in form of user stories and backlogs.

The approach toward offering a solution for the problem changed drastically dur-
ing the phase of requirement gathering and analyzing. As we elicited more infor-
mation from the customer, adapt the design and backlogs for new requirements.
To be more specific, the initial plan were to create an independent user-oriented
data-hub dashboard application, later the plan changed to focus on core visualiza-
tion, so it can be embedded to current data-oriented solutions.

13
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3.2 Iterative development

Iterative and incremental development is an essential part of a most software de-
velopment methodologies such as Rational Unified Process (RUP), and Extreme
Programming (XP). 

In development phase of this  project,  the software were devised into different
components.  In each iteration,  an individual component were designed,  imple-
mented, and evaluated. In case of a change in requirements or introduction of a
new functionality, affected components went through another iteration. 

3.3 Revision Control
To manage and keep track of changes to project source code for each iteration
during development,  Git9 Source Code Management (SCM) software has been
employed.  Git is a distrusted VCS that support non-linear workflows. 

Using a VCS makes it possible to identify changes in source code by a revision
number. Each revision number is then associated with a timestamp and the devel-
oper who made the change.  In case of a bug or malfunctioning in the software, it
would be easily possible to track the problem to its origin, find who has authored
the problematic code, or undo the change.

9 http://git-scm.com

14
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Another benefit of using revision control is to maintain configuration files and
documentation. Maintaining these files in parallel to development helps to have
relevant documentation for each software version.

Using version control would be essential if in the future contributors extends the
project, especially when the team is using iterative and incremental development
model. The team leader can define the project to separate smaller features, devel-
opers can branch the source code and work on a specific feature simultaneously,
and eventually merge all branches together to have the complete software. 

3.4 Architectural and Design Patterns
Using well defined patterns helps to lean on the collective experience of proficient
software engineers. Every pattern specifically address a recurring problem in the
design or implementation of a system. These chapter point out the considered pat-
terns for this project.

3.4.1 Service Oriented Architecture

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a pattern in which components of a sys-
tem provide their functionality as a service to other components via a channel,
commonly over a network.[17]

In this project, we designed the back-end of the system as a service with a struc-
tured Application Programming Interface (API). By doing so, we have fully sepa-
rated the back-end and the front-end. The front-end use the back-end API as an
external independent service. 

Using SOA pattern in the system provides separation of concerns, therefore im-
prove stability, reduce redundancy, and make the design fault tolerance. Further-
more, SOA pattern enables us to use the back-end for other solutions that we may
develop in the future, or even introduce new alternative user interfaces (UI) in the
form of desktop or mobile application. 

However, during the project, we change our approach, and offered a fully client-
side application, therefore we do not use the design backed and API.

3.4.2 Model–View–Controller Architecture

As it discussed in the previous sub-section, we have designed the back-end as a
service exposing an API, which our front-end consumes it via Ajax(asynchronous
JavaScript and XML) to retrieve the extracted data. This let us to have the front-
end to control all UI logic,  event handling, data binding, and rendering vector
graphic. 

15
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To maintain the large code-base in the front-end, and increase productivity and
extendability, we use MVC architecture in the front-end. Therefor we compare
some popular JavaScript MVC frameworks such as AngularJS10, Backbone.js11,
Knockout12, ExtJS13, and EmberJS14. Eventually we used Backbone.js because of
its simpilicy, performance, and its minimal approach. 

It is essential to consider the fact that executing logic in the browser is feasible
performance wise, since almost all modern JavaScript engines are optimized and
efficient.  Especially  the  V815 engine,  which  powers  Chromium16,  Google
Chrome17, and Opera18.

3.4.3 Object Oriented Design

In Object Oriented (OO) design, we plan the system by defining interacting ob-
jects. Each object is consisted of encapsulated data, procedures, and an interface
that defines how other object can interact with it.

The OO design process for the project started by defining entities, mapping them
to classes. Then we defined application framework, and identify the persistent ob-
jects.

Using OO design helped us to have a well defined Models when using MVC pat-
tern discussed in the previous sub-section.

3.5 Test Driven Development
During the development process of this project, we used Test Driven Develop-
ment (TDD). 

The implementation phase began after the design process in which we specified
the tasks based on user stories and backlogs. For implementing a task, we divide
each task into smaller units such as functions. 

Each function went through a development cycle, which began with writing an ini-
tial test case that defines the requirements and exception condition of the function.

10 http://angularjs.org/
11 http://backbonejs.org/
12 http://knockoutjs.com/
13 http://www.sencha.com/products/extjs
14 http://emberjs.com/
15 https://developers.google.com/v8/
16 http://www.chromium.org/
17 https://www.google.se/chrome/
18 http://www.opera.com/
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After writing each test case, we run the test harness to ensure that the newly cre-
ated test case fails. If the new test case dose not fail, it means either the function-
ality already exist in the system, or there is a problem with the test case. 

Subsequently, we write code just to pass that test. Eventually, we refactor the writ-
ten code to a point that meet out standards, in terms of performance and stability,
as well as readability and maintainability. 

We repeat this procedure of all units of the project. The following flowchart rep-
resents a basic overview of TDD cycles.

In future extension of the project, in case of several other developers contribute to
the project, their code can be assessed if it can integrate to the system, by check-
ing if all current test cases passes with new code. Using TDD in conjunction with
VCS, will improve productivity, by letting developers to revert the code to the last
version that passed all test, in case of undesired changes, instead of performing ex-
tensive debugging.

As we should run the test harness after each change, the unit tests should be auto-
mated, and integrated with the IDE. Therefore, we used JUnit19 for our back-end
written in Java, and Mocha20 for our front-end, which written in JavaScript.

3.6 Usability Testing
Since the solution in this project is user-oriented, we needed to ensure its user
friendliness, ease of use, and if it fulfills its intended purpose. Therefore, we con-
ducted usability tests during the project, which enabled us to get direct feedback
on how the potential users' perspective and interact with the system.

19 http://junit.org/
20 http://mochajs.org/
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During the testing process, we created a set of scenarios reflecting real-life usage
of the system. Then we asked a user to carry out a list of task using the system, in
meanwhile we observe how the user interact with the system and took notes in-
cluding details such as number of click and duration. In other to gather more price
data we employed Think-aloud protocol21 during the test sessions, in we asked
participant to say whatever they are doing, looking at, feelings and thought as they
perform the task. [18]

The main purpose of the designed solution in this project is to enable users to per-
ceive the data from the visualizations. Therefore, the typical real life scenario is
describing a situation where a user needs to find a piece of information out of the
data-set by interacting with the solution. To test the scenario in realistic manner,
we asked a random user to find a specific information using the system. In mean-
while, we observed and measured how she performs the tasks, so that we can
identify problem areas, and eventually improve upon that.

In this project we used  hallway testing, in which the testers are random people
who are not involved in the project. The name of the techniques describes itself,
as hallway refers to the fact that the testers are the random people who pass by the
hallway22. 

3.7 Data Driven Document Library
In our approach toward creating data visualizations, we emphasis on using open
web standards. Therefore, we used JavaScript as the programming language to
build visualizations in widely implemented Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)23 for-
mat at runtime in the client-side. 

To  be  able  to  use  data  to  drive  the  creation  of  visualization,  we  use  D324

JavaScript library.  D3 library allows us to bind data to DOM and apply data-
driven manipulations to documents using HTML, CSS, and SVG.  

21 Think aloud method initially was borrowed from techniques of “protocol analysis” by Ericsson
and Simon.[19] and first introduced to usability field by Clayton Lewis while he was working
at IBM.[18]

22 The Hallway method  theory  was  first  adopted  by  Jakon  Nielson. In  his  research,  he
demonstrated that  95% of  usability  problems can  be discovered by having five  randomly
chosen people to test the software. [20]

23 SVG is a vector image format for two-dimensional graphics, which is based on XML. As it is
widely implemented in browsers, it supports interactivity and animation. World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) proposed SVG format as an open web standard and developed it since
1999.

24 http://d3js.org/
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3.8 Modern Front-end development workflow
To increase productivity and quality, we used a combination of tools to create an
automated front-end development workflow. The main components of our devel-
opment  work-flow was  build  system,  dependency management,  package man-
agers, style-sheet per-processor, static code analysis, unit testing framework, test
runner, and debugger. The table below displays the tools we used in this project
alongside a brief description.

Build System: We used Gulp.js build system to automate running tasks such as
running tests, compressing assets, processing stylesheets, etc., and generate pro-
duction and development release. Gulp uses node stream under the hood to pro-
vide faster builds.

Dependency Management: Since we developed the solution in a modular form,
in which it is composed of a set of decoupled functionality stored in modules. The
current version of JavaScript (ECMA-26225) dose not provide any means to im-
port these modules in clean and organized form. Therefore, the JavaScript com-
munity has come with two main standards for writing modular code in JS, namely
AMD (Asynchronous  Module  Definition)  and  CJS  (CommonJS).  We  used
Browserify26 tool  to  manage  dependency,  compile,  and  bundle  our  modules.
Browserify supports CommonJS modules, and it enables developers to use server-
side NodeJS modules in the client-side.

Packages Manager: Using package manager enabled us to retrieve and update
modules and libraries from the Internet, and maintain their dependency and ver-
sions. We used npm package manager. The npm is the NodeJS package manager,
and it was originally intended to be used for server side JS projects. However,
there are a lot of client-side libraries in the npm package registry, and as we men-
tioned in the previous paragraph, Browserify enables us to use NodeJS packages
for the client-side.

Stylesheet preprocessor: We used Sass stylesheet language in this project. Sass
offer its own CSS compiler. Using preprocessor enabled us to write stylesheets in
a programming construct instead of using static rules. 

Static code analysis: To detect errors and find potential problems in our code,
and insure our code complies with coding rules, we used JSHint, a code analysis
tool for JavaScript. We defined JSHint process as a Gulp.js task, so it would be
automatically run, whenever we build the code or run the unit tests.

25 http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards/Ecma-262.htm
26 http://browserify.org/
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Unit Testing Framework: To simplify and automate the running of test cases, as
well  as  having  accurate  reports  of  the  testing  results,  we used  Mocha  testing
framework for unit testing of the JavaScript codes.

Debugger: To find and decrease the number of bugs and defects in our front-end
JavaScript  codes,  we used  Chrome DevTools27,  which  provide  a  powerful  JS
debugger alongside other tools such as memory and CPU profiling, and network
monitoring tools.  The debugger allows us to set breakpoints on our source code
as well as DOM(Document Object Model) modifications. As the debugger pause,
it  allows  us  to  view call  stacks  and  variables  values,  and  watch   expressions
outcome. 

Incremental  Build:  During  the  front-end  development,  we  had  incremental
builds, namely we define a gulp task to watch for changes in the source code files,
and only builds the changed files. In conjunction we used BrowserSync28 tool as a
gulp task,  which serve the built  static files (HTML, JS, CSS),  and reload the
browser  when they change.  Furthermore,  it  synchronizes  interactions  (such as
scroll,  click,  form data)  across  devices.  Therefore,  we could  see  the  result  of
changes in desktop and mobile browsers in real-time.

3.9 Evaluation Criteria
During the final evaluation of the designed solution we consider the following cri-
teria. We will the outcome of our evaluation in result chapter. 

• Scalability

• Performance

• Usability

• Robustness

• Fault tolerance

3.10 Coding Standard
To insure future maintainability of the project,  and to produce consistent high
quality code, we needed to follow a set of coding conventions and standards dur-
ing the development. We can also refer to these conventions as coding style. Fol-
lowing just a specified set of rules, no matter how popular, does not automatically

27 https://developer.chrome.com/devtools/
28 http://www.browsersync.io/
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increase quality. To improve code quality, the rules should be well adjusted based
on logic and reason. 

There  are  several  JavaScript  style  guides  suggested  by  famous  authors  in
JavaScript  such  as  Douglas  Crockford29,  or  multinational  cooperation  such  as
Google30, as well as community driven style guides. 

In this project, we used Idiomatic.js31 (Principles of Writing Consistent, Idiomatic
JavaScript) style guide. It should be noted that different style guides do not have
any advantages or disadvantages to each other, since the main idea behind using a
style guide is to enforce consistency and improve maintainability, and code read-
ability.

As we mentioned earlier in the section 3.8,we used JSHint as our code analysis
tool, and defined the JSHint process as an automated task in GulpJS– our build
system. We can apply our coding style by configuring JSHint configuration file
(.jshintrc).  For  example  following  configuration  makes  JSHint  to  check  if  all
string literal use single quotation, and indentation size is 2 characters everywhere.

{
  'quotmark': 'single',
  'indent': 2
}

3.11 Other Tools
During this thesis, beside the tools we discussed in previous sections, we also uti-
lized several other tools. These tools were used for various purposes including
project management tools, drawing tools (for flowcharts and diagrams), text edi-
tors, image editors, etc. In this section, we mention the tools that we used.

Trello: We used this tools for project management. Trello use Kanban paradigm,
by presenting projects by boards. Each board contains of lists of cards that corre-
sponds to task list, and each card represents a task. Cards can be dragged and
dropped to different lists, as each task progress through development life cycle.

Libreoffice Draw:  Libreoffice Draw  were used to create diagrams. It  supports
vector graphics, and integrates with other softwares in Libreoffice suit.

Libreoffice Writer: Libreoffice Writer were used as the primary word-processor
for writing this thesis report.

29 http://javascript.crockford.com/code.html
30 https://google-styleguide.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/javascriptguide.xml
31
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Microsoft Visio: In conjunction with Libreoffice Draw, MS Visio were used to
create flowcharts and UML charts.

SublimeText: Beside the Inellij IDEA, our primary IDE, we also used Sublime-
Text for a quick edit and development.

Adobe Photoshop: Photoshop were used to design high quality wire-frames for
out data visualization concepts.

Github: Github is a repository hosting service that use Git software to offer dis-
tributed source code management and revision control. It also comes with its own
features such as wiki, issue tracking, and code search engine.  We use Github to
host and manage our source codes. 

Axure: We used a trial version of Axure, to create interactive wire-frames for the
visualization dashboard web interface. 
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4 Design
This chapter will analyze the objective of the project, by stating the requirement
specifications,  and illustrate the technical details of design and implementation
process. In general, we will try to explain how we could achieve our concrete
goals to eventually propose an optimal interactive visualization framework using
the methods we have discussed earlier. 

We will begin by presenting our case study data-set; namely household waste sta-
tistics in Sundsvall municipality. Then we will move on by proposing a set of prin-
ciples, which led us to the novel idea behind our design. Eventually we will dis-
cuss how the design and idea behind it can empower users to extract meaningful
information out of huge data-sets containing millions of log data records.

Before we start with the detailed design specification, we shall  begin with the
project's  main  expected  requirement.  We  have  appointed  these  requirements
based on the project's most anticipated use-case, namely, enabling users to extract
substantial information out of huge data-set by interacting by a set of effective vi-
sualizations.

Based on these requirements and our original idea of an ideal visualization frame-
work with respect to our case-study, we will present User-Interface wire-frames
and designs.

Later in this chapter, we will discuss how overcome the abnormality and data dis-
crepancy in our case-study data-set, and our approach to enhance the data-set by
removing the discrepancy and reducing its size. For this purpose, we will offer a
scalable, and high performing solution based on Map-Reduce algorithm and paral-
lel computation. 

4.1 Case-study public data-set
During this project, we used a relevant case-study data-set suited best for our pur-
pose, hoping that the outcome of the project would eventually be beneficial to
Sundsvall municipality, and the community.  

To fulfill our purpose, we used the open data published by the Sundsvall munici-
pality to experiment our idea, and come with our design, and eventually imple-
ment our solution. In this section, we will try to explain these data-set in details.
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All data-sets published by the Sundsvall municipality is licensed under Creative
Commons CC0 – “No Rights Reserved”. The license would place these data-sets
completely in public domain, therefore all can use, enhance, and build upon with-
out any restriction under database or copyright law.

As of time of writing this report, Sundsvall municipality has published the follow-
ing data-sets, which 2 of them of simply complementary to the other one and all
future data-set that will be published in the future.

1. Sundsvall  Household  Waste  Logs: The  data-sets  is  given  in
CSV(comma-separated values) textual format, which contains log records
from  waste  collection  trucks  since  2011-01-01  till  2014-10-10.  Each
record contains the following; The date of collection, region the container
was located at,  type of  property the container  belongs to,  and type of
waste (sorted food wastes, or ordinary waste), weight of the container. The
data-set comes in 4 CSV files, each file contains data for a single year. The
data-set contains approximately 2.9 million records with the total size of
121 Megabytes. There were some discrepancy in data observed such as
records, which has no region, negative weight values, and some extremely
high weight values. We addressed some of these issue in the data enhance-
ment process.

2. Sundsvall  statistical  areas:  The  data  set  contains  the  name  of  the
Sundsvall neighborhoods area, used for statistical divisions. The data-set
contain the area name alongside its identification number. There are two
level of division, level 1 divide the municipality to bigger region, and level
2 divide those further to smaller regions.

3. Geo-data of the areas: The data-set is in GeoJSON file format, and the
contained  geometrical  data  follow  WGS84  (World  Geodetic  System
1984). We use these geometrical data to project a map of the regions.

Figures  11 shows the schema of the Sundsvall household waste collection data-
set, alongside some quick facts about the characteristic of it, and the projection of
the provided geodetic data-set on the map respectively.

Figure 10 show the projection of our geodetic data-set on the map.
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Figure 9: Our case-study dataset schema and facts

Figure  10:  The  geodetic  data-set  for  Sundsvall
statistical areas (level 2) projected on the map
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4.2 Proposing a set of Principles for Public Data Visualization
Prior to discussing the details about our visualization framework for public data,
we have analyzed the requirement of an ideal solution. This analysis were in re-
spect to the project's presumed audience, targeted user-base, use cases, common
scenarios, ease of use, usability, ethical, and social aspect. The result of this analy-
sis led to the following set of the principles that we then followed to design our vi-
sualization framework.

1. The user should be able to extract new information from data-set by her-
self by interacting with the framework, and infer new knowledge using the
information.

2. The user should be able to find correlation between features, attributes,
and properties of the data-set. In other words, she should be able to infer
how one variable affect the others.

3. The user should be able to traverse through the data by applying filters on
data every attributes of the data-set, and should be able to locate a very
specific spot among the whole data. 

4. The visualization should be able to demonstrate abnormality in the data-
set at a reasonable degree,  by showing the contrast  in distribution,  and
providing the user the minimum and maximum value in aggregated data. 

5. The framework should be scalable, and high performing, without the need
to invest on expensive back-end processing power, and servers.

6. The frameworks should provide visualizations that makes a large data-set
coherent and comprehensible.

7. The framework should enables users to compare different pieces of data
with a glance of the eye.

8. The framework should be designed in a way that users see the results of
their actions immediately, i.e. the solution should responsive at all times.
In a scenario when the data processing takes time, an indicator showing
the progress should be shown to the user.

9. The privacy of the citizen whom the data is collected from should be al-
ways put into consideration. Although most published public data-sets are
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anonymized, it may be possible to identify individuals by applying filters
on a data-set collected from communities with small population size.  

10. A visualization framework for public data should be design considering
the fact that its audience is the people from all social classes, with differ-
ent background, education, age, and gender. Therefore, it should be easy
to use for both children and elderlies, convenient for both intellectuals and
working class. 

11. The information presented as graphical displays in the framework should
be easy to understand for all, logical, and follows a common-sense philos-
ophy. In a way that the user should be able to understand the figures and
chart without having statistical education, or even have prior knowledge of
the data-set.

12. The framework should easy to use, come with logical and natural interac-
tion concept, in a way users should be able to learn by themselves in no
time.

13. The framework should be user-friendly, and yet designed creatively, hence
the  traditional  statistical  charts  that  aimed  for  statisticians  should  be
avoided.

14. The produced visualization by the framework should be reproducible, i.e.
applying the same filtering criteria on the same data-set should produce
the same graphical result.

15. The graphical displays in the framework should be printable, i.e. the user
should able to print and use it in non-digital context.

16. The framework UI and the visualization should be appealing to the user in
terms of aesthetics, yet it should neither distract the user, nor distort the
data.

17. The framework for public-data visualization should be cross platform and
accessible across different browsers and devices.

18. Internet bandwidth of the user should not affect her experience.
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4.3 Data Enhancement
To be able to offer a responsive and high performing analytical framework, we
studying and experimenting to find a solution for handling large data-set in the
client side. Also, we needed to present more precise and sensible data for our vi-
sualization framework we decided on processing data before use. The main inten-
tions of the per-processing of data was to reduce the size, and remove discrepancy
in our case-study data-set. 

Therefor, we design and implement a simple yet very high performance, and scal-
able  data  enhancing tool,  which  use  stream processing,  and map-reduce algo-
rithms to offer an optimal enhancing solution.
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The tool receives the files for the data-sets, filters to remove the discrepancies,
and grouping criteria for data aggregation, as its input. It then performs filtering
and data aggregation using streams. By using streaming technique, we do not need
to wait filtering task to finish and then start the aggregation task. Each record of
data-set stream through the filtering, and if it passed through the filters, it will
stream through mapping for grouping data. Then each record stream through ag-
gregation, to combine the grouped record and calculate statistical value (sum, avg,
min, max, count). Finally, we the tool enable us to convert the result, to the format
of our choice, CSV, JSON, etc.

The  figure  13 shows  the  flow of  data  in  the  tool,  and  streaming  of  records
through filter, map, and reduce function, and simultaneous process based on num-
ber of Processing Units (CPU). 
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Figure 12: High-level overview of data-enhancement process
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The figure 14 is shown an example output of the tool. In our example the negative
records were filtered, and only select the records, which has “Brännbart” as type
of waste. The records then aggregated by type of property and the year instead of
day. Please note that in the figure below the comma represent decimal point.
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Figure 13: Data flow diagram depicting use of data streaming and map-reduce 
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4.4 Wire-framing
In  our  user  interface,  and  graphic  component  design  process,  we  first  went
through wire-framing process. Several iterations of design ideas, and different vi-
sualization component were designed, and compared. 

The figure below demonstrate an iteration of visualization component wire-fram-
ing. In the final implementation of the design, some details were improved based
on change in requirements, and result of usability tests. 
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Figure 14: Example out of our designed enhancement tool
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Figure 15: Wire-framing for visualization components
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5 Results
In this chapter we present the result of this project. We will present the result for
our usability test, and how our solution performs.

5.1 Usability
To insure the quality of our design, and be able to ensure that our solution fulfill
its expected outcome, to conduct our usability test based on the method we have
discussed earlier. 

We selected five random users, who have no familiarity with the project and gave
them a set of task to accomplish by interacting with our solution. Meanwhile, we
observed their behavior, and record their actions, including number of clicks, time
consumed per task, and the procedure they went through to learn the functional-
ity. We also followed think aloud protocol, simply by asking the users to say what-
ever they think or feel while doing the task.

Figure  16 demonstrates the result of the test. As you can see, we could achieve
satisfactory result for all criteria, however it is very visible, that we need to im-
prove flexibility and aesthetics of the solution.
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Figure 16 Usability test result
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5.2 Performance
We have used web technologies and JavaScript programming language to design
our visualization framework, therefor the performance is very dependent on the
Browsers and the JavaScript virtual machine that it use. However, the advance-
ment in web technologies in recent years, has given the developers to implement
solutions that only was possible as a desktop application.

The advancement of Browsers can be categorized into two main categories, its
rendering and its JavaScript engine. The modern browser can use graphic cards
directly  and  perform  graphical  computation  on  the  GPU  (Graphic  Processor
Unit). On the other hand highly optimized JS engines, especially V8, which is an
open source project by Google, has made JS performance to be comparable to na-
tive code, or other virtual machine based languages. However, they are some bot-
tlenecks for developers using JS, for example one of them is that JS is  single
threaded, and user cannot process data on another thread than the main thread,
which is responsible for the user interface.

Since our solution involves data processing and producing graphics on the client
side, we needed to overcome these obstacles, therefor we used couple of tech-
niques that we will discuss briefly.

One of the techniques were to run parts of the code asynchronously, so we don't
block the UI thread, therefore we can keep the browser responsive while perform-
ing the computation. To do so, we divided the heavy computation that mostly
happen inside a loop into units, and then attach each unit to a time based event.
Time based events in JavaScript simply receive a function, and time in millisecond
as parameter, and execute the function after the time has been elapsed. However,
the time is not guaranteed, the browser try to execute the function as immediate
as it can after the timeout. This can help us to turn a blocking code to a non-
blocking code, as JavaScript execute event handlers asynchronously. Finally, we
go through the loop recursively, each iteration register the next iteration in a time-
based event. Using test method, we can run a long intensive loop without blocking
the user interface.

To optimize the data processing, we cache all the computation, and never during
the execution of the program, we compute the same process, which has the same
output twice.

To measure the performance of the solution, and optimize it further, we use the
time-line execution monitoring and profiling tool that come with  Chrome Dev-
Tools. The mentioned tools help us to track parts of the code, which affect the
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performance up the function and line number, as the stack trace are given along-
side the statistics. 

The figure 17 shows how we measure the performance of the solution, and how
the discussed technique enable us to execute several processes simultaneously, by
dividing them into smaller units, and put them in queues.
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Figure 17: Time-line profiling demonstrating non-blocking code execution
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5.3 User Interface
In this project, our goal was to implement an analytical visualization framework.
In other words, our aim was to empower user to analysis the data, an extract facts
and information from data. For this purpose, all visualization component let the
user  to  filter  the  data  and combine those  filters,  and observe  how the  filters
change the others components. The presented visualization solution enables the
user to compare categories of all data attributes, and see the result of filtering and
data aggregation by hover the pointer on them. The feedback to the users' interac-
tion is immediate, and the man achievement of the project is the ability to analyze
the huge data-set in an efficient and responsive manner using graphics on execute
the client time.

Our analytical visualization solution has a text-based component, which construct
a smart and brief report about the current graphics on the screen. The report up-
dates with each interaction, and aid the user to understand the data better. The
component has been fully developed, however in the following screen-shots of the
solution, a placeholder is substituted for convenience.
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Figure 18: Profiler gives hint for codes that need optimization
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In this solution, we focused on visualization graphics, usability, and interaction de-
sign, and less on the web design. After we outline our requirement, wire-framing,
and improvement based on our usability test, the achieved the following result re-
garding the user interface design. 
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Figure  19:  Screenshot  from  the  developed  solution  -  Analytical  Data  Visualization
Framework
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Figure 20: Screenshot from the developed solution - Ability to spot 3 records from dataset with 2.9 million records
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6 Conclusions
The overall aim of this project was to propose an effective visualization frame-
work for open data that empower the user to analyse big data-set and help them in
process of decision making. 

To achieve our overall aim, several approaches and models for designing an ana-
lytical visualization tools has been studied, as well as different technologies to cre-
ate effective graphics. To verify if our idea and design decisions, we proposed a
set of principle for an ideal visualization system, and tried to follow those prin-
ciples in our design and development process. 

Eventually we came up with a genuine idea for an analytical visualization system
to be used with huge data-sets. In a nutshell, the idea was to enhance the original
dataset  before using it  for  visualization,  and present  a  graphical  analytic tool,
which enables the users to interact with the system to visually make queries from
the data-set by applying filters on attributes of the data-set, and be able to in-
stantly observe how other attributes of data change to that filter, furthermore our
system will enable user to compare categories for categorical attributes in terms of
a pre-chosen real-value attribute (e.g. in our case-study dataset, it was the weight
of waste containers). 

Our data enhancement process mainly consists of using aggregate operation to
classify data, calculating the statistical value of each class; namely minimum, max-
imum, average, sum, and count of the records in a class. This technique helped us
to reduce the size of our data-set and keeping the features of data at the same
time. In enhancement process we also fix discrepancy in dataset, for example in
our case-study data-set we had records with negative weight value, we could either
remove those filters or set the weight value to zero in the process. To this purpose,
we developed an efficient, scalable, high performance, yet simple and lightweight
tool, which employed parallel streams to filter records and perform aggregate op-
eration the large data-set in schema-less formats such as CSV, and output the res-
ult in a more suitable data format.

The final solution deigned using Web technologies and produce graphics and pro-
cess data at the client side efficiently. By using this approach, namely web-based
application which execute on the client side, brings significant benefits, and can be
considered as an ideal combination for modern softwares. Using web standards
enable  us  to  develop  a  cross-platform application  that  performs  well  both  in
desktop and mobile devices.
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Client-side execution of our solution makes it highly scalable, since the approach
removes the necessity of server-side processing, it also increases the performance
because it removes the necessity of a low-latency network. Furthermore, client-
side execution makes our solution highly available because not only it can be de-
livered as a website, but also it can be packaged as a desktop or a mobile applica-
tion. To verify the possibility, we have packaged our final solution as an android
application, and measure its performance on a mobile device, which led to a satis-
factory result.

In this project, we could prove that web technologies, modern web browsers, and
JavaScript programming language are as capable as native desktop technologies,
and  well  established  programming languages  for  a  lot  of  use  cases.  We used
JavaScript to produce complex SVG graphics, animations, and perform statistical
calculations, without having limitations and performance issues.

6.1 Verification of the project's concrete goals
At the end of the project, we could manage to achieve all of our concrete and ver-
ifiable goals, which we had presented earlier in the introduction chapter in form
of questions. In the following we go through them and verify if we could achieve
them and find an answer to them.

1. To create perceivable and comprehensible visualizations, targeting wide-
rang of users regardless of their age and education, we avoid traditional
statistical charts, and complex user interface. Instead, we present the visu-
alization and interaction to convey their use implicitly and instantly. All vi-
sualization components designed in a way to help user to compare at-
tributes of data with the glance of the eye, and observe the result of her in-
teraction instantly. We tried to follow a natural design, which follow com-
mon sense to explain what each visualization component presents. For ex-
ample, to show comparison between type of waste in our use-case data-
set, we put a waste container icon in the middle of a doughnut chart. Also,
we used the color of the container to represent the type of waste. (As in
Sundsvall city brown containers are used for food waste, and green con-
tainers used for other waste). 

2. We studied the approaches used for public data visualization by the pio-
neered countries in the matter such as Switzerland, Canada, and England.
Although those projects had been funded by state, but we could instantly
recognize that visualization were made merely to inform (not engaging),
and targeted for educated users. In the contrast, we could find a better ap-
proach used by data journalists, specifically on the websites of The New
Times and The Guardian newspapers. Their approach were more designed
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having user engagement and interactivity in mind, and targeting a wider
range of users. We also follow the second approach, and add interactive
analytic functionality on top of that.

3. We studied some the of popular literature and research on Gamification,
and consider how we can add Gamification to data visualization systems,
and more specifically to be used with our case-study data-set. Since Gami-
fication should have a well-defined objective, challenges for the user to
achieve, achievement awards, motivation, a progressing story, and loops of
activity, we concluded that Gamification is not applicable for static public
data visualization solutions. The reasoning for our conclusion were that
public data is completely anonymized, and we did not have access to indi-
vidual's data, therefor it was impossible to create motivation, competition,
and sense of achievement. Moreover, public data that are mostly static,
have long intervals of change (in our case it changes yearly), therefor it
was impossible to have loops of activity, and progressing story. Lastly, the
objective for Gamification was not clear in our case-study data-set; namely
household waste in Sundsvall, since the Sweden does not have waste prob-
lem, the country even buys waste from other countries to create heat and
electricity32.

4. To come with an answer for how to implement an effective interaction de-
sign for data visualization, we briefly review some popular literature on
the topic, particularly the book About Face: The Essentials of Interaction
Design by Alan Cooper. We took “Goal-oriented” approach and focus of
the problem we are trying to  solve.   We tried identify and understand
goals of the users and tried to design based on that. Therefore, we inter-
view some potential users regarding their expectation from a visualization
system.  Based on our research on Interaction Design, we design our inter-
actions  around 4  main  principles;  simplicity,  touch  friendliness,  instant
feedback, animated transitions. The result were a visualization system that
let the user understand how the data change by watching the animated
transition instantly after interacting with a visualization component. 

5. For measuring the usability as we discussed earlier in the methods chapter,
we used Hallway testing method, think-aloud protocol, and survey. Based
tried to measured the following criteria in our usability testing: Respon-
siveness, Simplicity, Flexibility, Direct Manipulation, Ease of Use, Famil-
iarity, Aesthetics. The result of the measurements was satisfactory, how-
ever we could easily recognize that the flexibility, and aesthetics criteria
needs improvements. 

32 http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2015/3/27/sweden-wants-your-garbage-for-energy.html
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6. To insure the stability of the developed solution, we used unit both unit
testing, and end to end testing. We also measure the performance of the
system using Chrome DevTools profiler  and sampler,  on both a recent
common desktop and a mobile device. The result were excellent and be-
yond our expectation, however it still possibility for further optimizations. 

7. Scalable Vector Graphics is a well-established web standards, and it is im-
plemented in all modern browser both in desktop and mobile. With ad-
vancement of Browsers, and highly optimized JavaScript engines such as
V8 that is used in Google Chrome, and recent Opera Browsers, we can
user the language for complex processing such as producing graphics and
processing data. In this project, we could prove that the mentioned tech-
nologies are well suited for data visualizations purpose. As we could per-
form statistical  computation  and produce/modify  graphics  in  matter  of
milliseconds. 

8. Our answer for enhancing the large data-sets,  specifically the log data,
gathered from sensors, classification and statistical processing. In a nut-
shell, we group data based on different criteria to classes, and calculate
statistical value (max, min, sum, avg, count) for each class. This helps us
to reduce the size, and keeping the features of our data-set. 

6.2 Future Work
The context of the development of the presented solution limited cause resource
limitations, specifically the number of developers and available time, which re-
spectively limited to the author himself, and the time-frame of the thesis.  

There is a list of small improvements, optimization, and fixes available. Neverthe-
less, in the section we skip those, and instead we want to propose a list of  more
substantial work that can extend this project beyond data visualization use cases.

• Flexibility for new data-sets (plug and play): The structure and design
of the current solution allows the possibility of using different data-set
without change in the algorithms, and code logic. However, the possibil-
ity of uploading a completely different data-set with a different schema,
and have the visualization solution adapts to the new data structure is not
yet implemented. This feature makes the project much more effective, as
it the user-case for it would be unlimited.

• Multiple data-set integration: In the future development of the project,
we can have multiple data-set with different data schema with share a
common attribute to integrate with each other. For example most data-
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sets have date column, having the visualization to show how changing
date  affect  different  data-sets(e.g.  waste,  electricity)  can open up new
possibility to extract facts and information.

• Ability to find correlation among data-sets:  By having flexibility for
new data-sets  and multiple  data-sets  integration,  the next  step can be
adding the ability to recognize correlations automatically using statistical
calculation, and notify and visualize the result.

• Integration with the users' personal data:  As we have already dis-
cussed, open and public data is always anonymized, and this limit the de-
velopment of some features impossible. To overcome this issue, we can
extend the system, so the user can add her own data, and the visualiza-
tion solution, integrate the user input with the data-sets.

• Gamification:  By letting user to add her own personal data, it will be
much  more  relevant  to  implement  gamification  to  the  visualization
framework. By having individuals data, users can compete, keep track of
their progress, achieve goals, and get rewarded. The benefit of gamifica-
tion in data visualizations is huge, since it will bring the possibility to an-
alyze huge data-sets without any cost. An example of this approach is
Phylo, a game that helps researchers to map genetic codes to be used for
genetic disease research33. 

• Integration with multiple real-time data: Adding the possibility to vi-
sualize  real-time  data,  which  contain  time-series  information  and  the
ability to analyze them, make it highly valuable to IoT services and IoT
device monitoring. 

• Integration with social networks: Letting the user to share their find-
ing and the graphics, which created by their interaction on social media,
can attract more users, and release the expected potential and value of
the data-set and visualization system.

• Automatic pattern recognition and prediction: Integrating an artificial
intelligence system into data visualization will lead to a very powerful an-
alytical and decision making tool, that can be used in governmental orga-
nization, industries, businesses, research institutes, etc. 

• Recognize abnormalities in data: Applying statistic analysis to visual-
ization tool can benefits advance users and data owners to find data dis-
crepancies, and abnormalities in data-sets. Specially the data-set that ex-

33 http://phylo.cs.mcgill.ca/
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pected to have normal distribution, specifically public data-set since data
gathered from huge population of people follow normal distribution.
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	Abstract
	To guarantee the well-functioning of modern societies, it is essential to ensure that citizens are aware of their environment as well as the government's actions and performance. Therefor citizens need to have access to data collected by public bodies from the activities within their society. However, these data may not easily and instantly be perceivable by people. To release the potential of these data, which lead to improving the lives of citizen, the data need to analyzed, enhanced and eventually visualized, so the outcome would be usable to all regardless their age and education. In this project, we propose, design, implement, and evaluate an interactive analytical visualization framework for open-data. To achieve our purpose, the recent open data-sets from Sundsvall Municipality has been used as both our case-study and demonstration sample. The solution has been design and built based on a set of requirements and principles we suggested for an ideal solution. The offered solution in this project enables users to analyze data by interacting with the visualization graphics. The solution let the user extract information and facts from large data-sets, and correlate different property of data by applying filters and categorizing data, and see the result instantly. Standard web technologies were used to implement the solution, namely HTML5, JavaScript, and SVG graphics, which made the system to be cross-platform and high-performing. To handle the big-data, we enhance the data-set before-hand by performing aggregate operations using Map-Reduce and parallel computing algorithms (i.e. Java-8 parallel streams), and the further computation is implemented in JavaScript, and processed at the client-side.
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